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The experimental information on the observed nearly degenerate bands in the N = 75
isotones, in particular 134Pr, which is considered as the best candidate for chiral bands,
if critically analyzed, shows that most properties of the bands, in particular the recently
measured branching ratios and lifetimes, are in clear disagreement with the interpre-
tation of the two bands as chiral bands. For I = 14 - 18 in 134Pr, where the observed
energies are almost degenerate, a value of 2.0(4) for the ratio of the transition quadrupole
moments of the two bands was obtained, which implies a considerable difference in the
nuclear shape associated with the two bands. The insufficiency of the near-degeneracy
criterion to trace nuclear chirality is clearly emphasized.
The experimental information on the observed nearly degenerate bands in the
N=75 isotones, in particular 134Pr and 136Pm, which are often considered as the best
candidates for chiral bands, is critically analyzed. The apparent near degeneracy
of the two bands, the energy signature staggering, the particle alignments for the
two bands, the crossing frequencies and branching ratios in the crossing region are
discussed for the two nuclei1. Most properties of the bands in 134Pr, in particular
the recently measured branching ratios2 and lifetimes3, are in clear disagreement
with the interpretation of the two bands as chiral bands. For I = 14-18 in 134Pr,
where the energies are almost degenerate, we have analyzed the measured energy
differences and out-of-band to in-band branching ratios of stretched quadrupole
transitions assuming that the states are mixed, caused by a 2-state interaction with
no off-diagonal E2 matrix elements. Thereby one can determine correlated values of
the interaction strength, |V| and the ratio of intrinsic E2 transition moments of the
two unperturbed bands. A value of Q1/Q2 = 2.0(4) for the ratio of the transition
quadrupole moments of the two bands was obtained, and an interaction strength
|V| of 13 keV and 17 keV for odd and even spins, respectively (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Ratio of unperturbed E2 transition moments Q1/Q2 vs interaction strength |V| in the
crossing region. Data for yrast and non-yrast initial states are denoted by y and ny, respectively.
The shaded area shows the values allowed by the experimental data.
We note that the quantities used in analysis of the crossing between the two
bands are not based on the assumption of a rigid shape. Thus, there must be a
significant difference in the shapes associated with the two bands and it is therefore
questionable if and to what extent a reminiscence of the chiral geometry is present in
the 134Pr data. Though chiral twin bands are theoretically expected to appear under
specific circumstances, the present type of critical analysis should be applied also
to other cases of many available publications in which the chiral interpretation is
claimed. The insufficiency of the near-degeneracy criterion to trace nuclear chirality
is clearly demonstrated.
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